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Abstract. Motivated by privacy issues associated with dissemination of
signed digital certificates, we define a new type of signature scheme called
a ‘Universal Designated-Verifier Signature’ (UDVS). A UDVS scheme
can function as a standard publicly-verifiable digital signature but has
additional functionality which allows any holder of a signature (not nec-
essarily the signer) to designate the signature to any desired designated-
verifier (using the verifier’s public key). Given the designated-signature,
the designated-verifier can verify that the message was signed by the
signer, but is unable to convince anyone else of this fact.
We propose an efficient deterministic UDVS scheme constructed using
any bilinear group-pair. Our UDVS scheme functions as a standard
Boneh-Lynn-Shacham (BLS) signature when no verifier-designation is
performed, and is therefore compatible with the key-generation, signing
and verifying algorithms of the BLS scheme. We prove that our UDVS
scheme is secure in the sense of our unforgeability and privacy notions
for UDVS schemes, under the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) assump-
tion for the underlying group-pair, in the random-oracle model. We also
demonstrate a general constructive equivalence between a class of un-
forgeable and unconditionally-private UDVS schemes having unique sig-
natures (which includes the deterministic UDVS schemes) and a class of
ID-Based Encryption (IBE) schemes which contains the Boneh-Franklin
IBE scheme but not the Cocks IBE scheme.

1 Introduction

In the modern world, one can find many examples of user certification systems. In
these systems, a trusted Certification Authority (CA) issues signed certificates to
users. Typically, the signed certificate attests to the truth of certain statements
and attributes linked to the identity of the user to which the certificate is issued.
A user Alice can present her certificate to any interested verifier Bob, who can
in turn verify the CA’s signature and become convinced of the truth of the
statements contained in the certificate. Real-life examples include the issuing of
birth certificates, driving licences and academic transcripts.

In an electronic world, user certification systems can be implemented through
the use of digital signatures. The ease of copying and transmitting electronic



certificates in such implementations is of great convenience to users; Alice can
simply send a copy of her certificate to any interested verifier Bob. On the
other hand, this same ease of distribution applies to Bob as well, who can easily
disseminate Alice’s certificate and convince an unlimited number of third-party
verifiers about the truth of the statements concerning Alice contained in the
certificate. This possibility poses a serious threat to Alice’s privacy. Once Alice
sends out her certificate to Bob she no longer has any control over the number
of entities besides Bob who can not only learn all the statements about Alice
contained in the certificate, but also become convinced about the truth of these
statements by verifying the CA’s signature on the certificate.

In this paper, we define a special type of digital signature scheme called a Uni-
versal Designated-Verifier Signature (UDVS) scheme, which directly addresses
the above user privacy issue in user certification systems. Our scheme protects
a user’s privacy, and yet maintains a similar convenience of use for the user and
for the certificate issuer CA as in certification systems using standard digital
signatures. In a UDVS scheme, a user Alice is issued a signed certificate by the
CA. When Alice wishes to send her certificate to a verifier Bob, she uses Bob’s
public key to transform the CA’s signature into a designated signature for Bob,
using the UDVS scheme’s designation algorithm, and sends the certificate along
with the designated-signature to Bob. Bob can use the CA’s public key to verify
the designated signature on the certificate, but is unable to use this designated
signature to convince any other third-party that the certificate was signed by
the CA, even if Bob is willing to reveal his secret-key to the third-party. This is
achieved because Bob’s secret-key allows him to forge designated signatures by
himself, so the third-party is unable to tell who produced the signature (whereas
Bob can, because he knows that he didn’t produce it). Therefore, through the
use of a UDVS scheme, the user Alice’s privacy is preserved in the sense that Bob
is unable to disseminate convincing statements about Alice (Of course, nothing
prevents Bob from revealing the certificate statements themselves to any third-
party, but the third-party will be unable to tell whether these statements are
authentic, i.e. whether they have been signed by the CA or not).

We define quantitative notions of security for both the unforgeability and the
privacy provided by UDVS schemes. We then propose an efficient UDVS scheme
constructed from any bilinear group-pair, and we prove that this scheme satisfies
our security requirements: it achieves perfect unconditional privacy and is un-
forgeable in the random-oracle model, assuming that the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
(BDH) assumption holds for the underlying bilinear group-pair. Our scheme has
the attractive property that its signing, designation, and verification algorithms
are all deterministic. We also show a general result which establishes a con-
structive equivalence between a class of unconditionally-private UDVS schemes
possessing unique signatures (which contains all deterministic schemes) and a
class of strongly-secure Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) schemes which contains
the Boneh-Franklin IBE scheme [2], but not the Cocks IBE scheme [14]. Proofs
of some statements have been omitted from the appendix due to lack of space.



They can be found in the full version of the paper uploaded to the IACR e-print
archive.

1.1 Related Work

Our concept of UDVS schemes can be viewed as an application of the general
idea of designated-verifier proofs, introduced by Jakobsson, Sako and Impagli-
azzo [21], where a prover non-interactively designates a proof of a statement to
a verifier, in such a way that the verifier can simulate the proof by himself with
his secret key and thus cannot transfer the proof to convince anyone else about
the truth of the statement, yet the verifier himself is convinced by the proof. The
authors of [21] also propose a designated-verifier non-interactive undeniable sig-
nature, in which the three-move zero-knowledge signature confirmation protocol
of an undeniable signature [11] (converted to be non-interactive in the random-
oracle model via the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [16]) is modified to be designated-
verifier by replacing the commitment with a trapdoor commitment [7], in which
the verifier’s secret key is the trapdoor. However, the resulting scheme in [21]
allows designation of signatures only by the signer (since designation requires
the signer’s secret key), whereas our UDVS scheme allows anyone who obtains a
signature to designate it; this is what we mean by the term universal in the name
‘Universal Designated-Verifier Signatures’. As we explain in Section 4.1, the idea
in [21] of using a trapdoor commitment in a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof
can also be used in principle to convert generic digital signature schemes into
UDVS schemes. However, the use of a zero-knowledge proof results in a desig-
nation algorithm which is randomized, and typically inefficient. In contrast, we
show that using bilinear group-pairs one can avoid zero-knowledge proofs and
construct a UDVS scheme which has a deterministic and efficient designation
algorithm.

There have been other approaches proposed to address the privacy threat
associated with dissemination of verifiable signed documents. Chaum and van
Antwerpen [13, 11] introduced undeniable signatures for this purpose, which re-
quire a signer or confirmer’s [12, 27, 25, 9, 17] interactive cooperation to verify
a signature, but this approach places significant inconvenience and workload
on verifiers and confirmers, compared to an off-line non-interactive verification.
There has been substantial work on pseudonym-based digital credentials [10,
6, 5, 8] which gives further approaches to enhance user privacy, such as selec-
tive disclosure of attributes (see also [31]) and unlinkability of user transactions.
Chameleon signatures [24] allow designation of signatures to verifiers by the
signer, and in addition allow a signer to prove a forgery by a designated ver-
ifier. Ring signatures [28], when restricted to two users, can also be viewed as
designated-verifier signatures, where one user is the actual signer and the other
user is the designated-verifier who can also forge the two-user ring signature, thus
providing the privacy property, called signer anonymity in the context of ring
signatures. However, signer designation is still performed by the signer. Recently,
Boneh, Gentry, Lynn and Shacham [3] proposed a ring signature based on bilin-
ear group-pairs and observed that it also allows public conversion of single-signer



ring signatures into two-signer ring signatures. Thus, the ring signature scheme
in [3] can also be viewed as a UDVS scheme. However, we observe that our pro-
posed UDVS scheme has two advantages over the UDVS scheme in [3]: (1) Our
scheme has deterministic designation and signing algorithms, and therefore pos-
sesses unique designated-verifier signatures (unlike the randomized designation
scheme in [3]). As we show in Sec. 5, secure UDVS schemes with unique signa-
tures are as hard to construct as secure ID-Based Encryption (IBE) schemes (our
scheme is related to the Boneh-Franklin IBE [2]), whereas this is not the case for
randomized UDVS schemes, which can be constructed using other methods, (2)
Our scheme extends the standard BLS signature [4], whereas the scheme in [3]
is built on a modified BLS scheme. Our scheme also has an efficiency advantage
in verification compared to [3] (see Section 6.1).

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

We say that a function f : IN → IR is a negligible function if, for any c > 0, there
exists k0 ∈ IN such that f(k) < 1/kc for all k > k0. We say that a probability
function p : IN → IR is overwhelming if the function q : IN → IR defined by
q(k) = 1 − p(k) is a negligible function. For various algorithms discussed, we
will define a sequence of integers to measure the resource parameters of these
algorithms (e.g. running-time plus program length, number of oracle queries to
various oracles). All these resource parameters can in general be functions of a
security parameter k of the scheme. We say that an algorithm A with resource
parameters RP = (r1, . . . , rn) is efficient if each resource parameter ri(k) of A is
bounded by a polynomial function of the security parameter k, i.e. there exists a
k0 > 0 and c > 0 such that ri(k) < kc for all k > k0. For a probabilistic algorithm
A, we use A(x; r) to denote the output of A on input x with a randomness input
r. If we do not specify r explicitly we do so with the understanding that r is
chosen statistically independent of all other variables. We denote by {A(x)} the
set of outputs of A on input x as we sweep the randomness input for A through
all possible strings.

2.2 Bilinear Group-Pairs

Our signature scheme proposed in Section 4.2 is built using a powerful crypto-
graphic tool called a Bilinear Group-Pair. In this section we review the definition
of a bilinear group-pair, following the definitions of [3]. We refer the reader to [22,
23, 2, 4] for a discussion of how to build a concrete instance of such a group-pair
using supersingular elliptic curves, and to [1] for efficient algorithms for comput-
ing the bilinear map over these group-pairs.

Definition 1 (Bilinear Group-Pair). Let (G1, G2) denote a pair of groups of
prime order |G1| = |G2|. We call the group-pair (G1, G2) a Bilinear Group-Pair
if the pair (G1, G2) has the following properties:



(1) Efficient Group Operations: The group operations in G1 and G2 are effi-
ciently computable (in some representation).

(2) Existence of Efficient Bilinear Map: There exists an efficiently computable
bilinear map e : G1 ×G2 → GT (for some image group GT of order |GT | =
|G1| = |G2|) having the following properties:
(a) Bilinearity: e(ua1

1 , ua2
2 ) = e(u1, u2)a1·a2 for all (u1, u2) ∈ G1 × G2 and

(a1, a2) ∈ ZZ2.
(b) Non-Degeneracy: e(u1, u2) 6= 1 for all (u1, u2) ∈ G1/{1}×G2/{1} (Here

1 denotes the identity element in the respective group).
(3) Existence of Efficient Isomorphism: There exists an efficiently computable

group isomorphism ψ : G1 → G2 from G1 to G2.

Our signature scheme’s security relies on the computational hardness of the
Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) problem associated with the bilinear group-pair
used to construct the scheme. We review the BDH problem, and remark that
the Boneh-Franklin ID-Based Encryption scheme [2] and Joux’s tripartite key
exchange protocol [22] also rely on the hardness of BDH.

Definition 2 (Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) Problem). Let GC denote
a randomized bilinear group-pair instance generation algorithm, which on in-
put a security parameter k, outputs (DG, g1), where DG ∈ {0, 1}∗ is a descrip-
tion string for a bilinear group-pair (G1, G2). We say that the BDH problem
is hard in group-pairs generated by GC if, for any efficient attacker A, the
probability SuccA,BDH(k) that A succeeds to compute K = e(g1, g2)a·b·c given
(DG, g1, g

a
1 , gb

1, g
c
2) for uniformly random a, b, c ∈ ZZ|G1|, where g2 = ψ(g1),

is a negligible function of k (the probability is over A’s random coins and
the input to A). We quantify the insecurity of BDH against arbitrary attack-
ers with running-time plus program length t by the probability InSecBDH(t) def=
maxA∈ASRP

SuccA,BDH(k), where the set ASRP contains all attackers with run-
time t.

3 Universal Designated-Verifier Signature (UDVS)
Schemes

3.1 Precise Definition of a UDVS Scheme

A Universal Designated Verifier Signature (UDVS) scheme DVS consists of seven
algorithms and a ‘Verifier Key-Registration Protocol’ PKR. All these algorithms
may be randomized.

1. Common Parameter Generation GC — on input a security parameter
k, outputs a string consisting of common scheme parameters cp (publicly
shared by all users).

2. Signer Key Generation GKS — on input a common parameter string cp,
outputs a secret/public key-pair (sk1, pk1) for signer.



3. Verifier Key Generation GKV — on input a common parameter string
cp, outputs a secret/public key-pair (sk3, pk3) for verifier.

4. Signing S — on input signing secret key sk1, message m, outputs signer ’s
publicly-verifiable (PV) signature σ.

5. Public Verification V — on input signer ’s public key pk1 and message/PV-
signature pair (m,σ), outputs verification decision d ∈ {Acc,Rej}.

6. Designation CDV — on input a signer ’s public key pk1, a verifier ’s pub-
lic key pk3 and a message/PV-signature pair (m, σ), outputs a designated-
verifier (DV) signature σ̂.

7. Designated Verification VDV — on input a signer ’s public key pk1, veri-
fier ’s secret key sk3, and message/DV-signature pair (m, σ̂), outputs verifi-
cation decision d ∈ {Acc,Rej}.

8. Verifier Key-Registration PKR = (KRA, VER) — a protocol between a
‘Key Registration Authority’ (KRA) and a ‘Verifier’ (VER) who wishes to
register a verifier’s public key. On common input cp, the algorithms KRA
and VER interact by sending messages alternately from one to another. At
the end of the protocol, KRA outputs a pair (pk3, Auth), where pk3 is a ver-
ifier’s public-key, and Auth ∈ {Acc,Rej} is a key-registration authorization
decision. We write PKR(KRA, VER) = (pk3, Auth) to denote this protocol’s
output.

Verifier Key-Reg. Protocol. The purpose of the ‘Verifier Key-Registration’ proto-
col is to force the verifier to ‘know’ the secret-key corresponding to his public-key,
in order to enforce the non-transferability privacy property. In this paper we as-
sume the direct key reg. protocol, in which the verifier simply reveals his key-pair
(sk, pk), and the KRA authorizes it only if (sk, pk) ∈ {GKV(cp)}.3

Consistent UDVS Schemes. We require two obvious consistency properties
from UDVS schemes. The ‘PV-Consistency’ property requires that the PV-
signatures produced by the signer are accepted as valid by the PV-verification
algorithm V. The ‘DV-Consistency’ property requires that the DV-signatures
produced by the designator using the designation algorithm CDV are accepted
as valid by the DV-verification algorithm VDV. We say that a UDVS scheme is
consistent if it has both of the above consistency properties.

DVSig-Unique UDVS schemes. In this paper we are mainly interested
in DVSig-Unique UDVS schemes, in which the DV signature σ∗dv =
CDV(pk1, pk3, S(sk1,m

∗)) on a message m∗ by a signer with public key pk1

(and secret key sk1) to a verifier with public key pk3, is uniquely determined by
(m∗, pk1, pk3).

3.2 Security Properties of UDVS Schemes

3.2.1 Unforgeability In the case of a UDVS scheme there are actually
two types of unforgeability properties to consider. The first property, called

3 The KRA can always perform this check efficiently, since we can assume that the
secret key sk contains the randomness input to GKV used to generate it.



called ‘PV-Unforgeability’, is just the usual existential unforgeability notion
under chosen-message attack [20] for the standard PV signature scheme D =
(GC, GKS, S, V) induced by the UDVS scheme (this prevents attacks to fool the
designator). The second property, called ‘DV-Unforgeability’, requires that it
is difficult for an attacker to forge a DV-signature σ̂∗ by the signer on a ‘new’
message m∗, such that the pair (m∗, σ̂∗) passes the DV-verification test with
respect to a given designated-verifier’s public key pk3 (this prevents attacks
to fool the designated verifier, possibly mounted by a dishonest designator). It
is easy to see that, due to the existence of the efficient public-designation al-
gorithm CDV, the ‘DV-unforgeability’ property implies the ‘PV-unforgeability’
property4, although the converse need not hold in general. Indeed, we will see
that our proposed UDVS scheme’s ‘PV-unforgeability’ can be proven with a
weaker assumption than that needed to prove the ‘DV-unforgeability’.

Definition 3 (DV-Unforgeability). Let DVS =
(GC, GKS, GKV, S, V,CDV, VDV, PKR) be a UDVS scheme. Let A denote a
forger attacking the unforgeability of DVS. The DV-Unforgeability notion
UF-DV for this scheme is defined as follows:

1. Attacker Input: Signer and Verifier’s public-keys (pk1, pk3) (from
GKS(k),GKV(k)).

2. Attacker Resources: Run-time plus program-length at most t, Oracle ac-
cess to signer’s signing oracle S(sk1, .) (qs queries), and, if scheme DVS
makes use of n random oracles RO1, . . . , ROn, allow qROi queries to the ith
oracle ROi for i = 1, . . . , n. We write attacker’s Resource Parameters (RPs)
as RP = (t, qs, qRO1 , . . . , qROn).

3. Attacker Goal: Output a forgery message/DV-signature pair (m∗, σ̂∗) such
that:
(1) The forgery is valid, i.e. VDV(pk1, sk3,m

∗, σ̂∗) = Acc.
(2) Message m∗ is ‘new’, i.e. has not been queried by attacker to S.

4. Security Notion Definition: Scheme is said to be unforgeable in the sense
of UF-DV if, for any efficient attacker A, the probability SuccUF-DV

A,DVS (k) that
A succeeds in achieving above goal is a negligible function of k. We quantify
the insecurity of DVS in the sense of UF-DV against arbitrary attackers with
resource parameters RP = (t, qs, qRO1 , . . . , qROn) by the probability

InSecUF-DV
DVS (t, qs, qRO1 , . . . , qROn) def= max

A∈ASRP

SuccUF-DV
A,DVS (k),

where the set ASRP contains all attackers with resource parameters RP .

4 Actually, this assumes that V(pk1, m, σ) = Acc implies σ ∈ {S(sk1, m)} for all
(m, σ). But even if this does not hold, we can always redefine V to verify (m, σ)
using pk1 as follows: compute random key-pair (sk3, pk3) = GKV(cp), compute σ̂ =
CDV(pk1, pk3, m, σ) and return VDV(pk1, sk3, m, σ̂). It is easy to see that using this
V, DV-Unforgeability implies PV-Unforgeability.



3.2.2 Non-Transferability Privacy Informally, the purpose of the privacy
property for a UDVS scheme is to prevent a designated-verifier from using the
DV signature σdv on a message m to produce evidence which convinces a third-
party that the message m was signed by the signer. Our model’s goal is to capture
a setting in which signature holder provides many designated-signatures on m,
designated to many verifier public keys of the attacker’s choice. We quantify this
property using the following privacy attack model. In our model, the attacker
is a pair of interacting algorithms (A1, A2) representing the designated-verifier
(DV) and Third-Party (TP), respectively, which run in two stages. At the end
of Stage 1, A1 decides on a message m∗ to be signed by the signer. In Stage 2,
A1 obtains up to qd1 DV signatures (σ1, . . . , σqd1) by the signer on m∗ from a
designator oracle, designated to public-keys of A1’s choice (these keys must first
be registered by A1 via key-reg. interactions with the KRA), and tries to use the
σi’s to convince A2 that the signer signed m∗. At the end of Stage 2, A2 outputs
an estimate d ∈ {yes, no} for the answer to the question ‘did the signer sign m∗’?

We associate with (A1, A2) a convincing measure C
Â1

(A1,A2) with respect

to a forgery strategy Â1, to measure the ‘degree’ to which A2 can be convinced
by A1 that the signer signed m∗. It is defined as the distinguisher advantage of
A2’s estimate d to correctly distinguish between (1) The game yes, where the
signer did sign m∗ and A1 obtained one or more DV signatures on m∗ from the
designator oracle or (2) The game no, where the signer did not sign m∗ and A1

was actually replaced by an efficient forging strategy, called Â1 (which accepts
the program for A1 as input), which aims to “trick” A2 into believing that the
signer signed m∗, without the need to obtain any DV signatures on m∗ from the
designator oracle. The scheme is said to achieve the privacy property if there is
an efficient forgery strategy Â1 such that C

Â1
(A1,A2) is negligible for any efficient

attacker pair (A1,A2).

Definition 4 (PR-Privacy). Let DVS = (GC, GKS, GKV, S, V,CDV, VDV, PKR)
be a UDVS scheme. Let (A1, A2) denote an attack pair against the privacy of
DVS. Let Â1 denote a forgery strategy. The privacy notion PR for this scheme
is defined as follows:

1. Attacker Input: Signer public-key pk1 (where (sk1, pk1) = GKS(cp), and
cp = GC(k)). Note that Â1 also accepts the program for A1 as input.

2. Resources for (A1,Â1): Run-time (t1, t̂1), access to signing oracle S(sk1, .)
(up to (qs, q̂s) queried messages different from m∗), access to key-reg. protocol
interactions with the KRA (up to (qk, q̂k) interactions), access to A2 oracle
(up to (qc, q̂c) messages). In stage 2, A1 also has access to designation oracle
CDV(pk1, .,m

∗, σ∗) (up to qd queried keys successfully registered with KRA),
where σ∗ = S(sk1,m

∗) is a signer’s signature on the challenge message m∗

output by A1 at end of Stage 1. Note that Â1 cannot make any designation
queries.

3. Resources for A2: Run-time t2.



4. Attacker Goal: Let P (A1, A2) and P (Â1,A2) denote the probabilities that A2

outputs yes when interacting with A1 (game yes) and Â1 (game no), respec-
tively. The goal of (A1,A2) is to achieve a non-negligible convincing measure
C

Â1
(A1, A2)

def= |P (A1, A2)− P (Â1, A2)|.
5. Security Notion Definition: Scheme is said to achieve privacy in the

sense of PR if there exists an efficient forgery strategy Â1 such that the con-
vincing measure C

Â1
(A1, A2) achieved by any efficient attacker pair (A1,A2)

is negligible in the security parameter k. We quantify the insecurity of DVS
in the sense of PR against arbitrary attacker pairs (A1,A2) with resources
(RP1, RP2) (attacker set ASRP1,RP2), with respect to arbitrary forgery strate-
gies Â1 with resources R̂P1 (attacker set AS

R̂P1
) by the probability

InSecPR
DVS(RP1, R̂P1, RP2)

def= min
Â1∈AS

R̂P1

max
(A1,A2)∈ASRP1,RP2

C
Â1

(A1,A2).

If InSecPR
DVS(RP1, R̂P1, RP2) = 0 holds for any computationally unbounded

A2, it is said to be perfect unconditional privacy. If privacy holds when
q̂s1 = qs1 it is said to be complete privacy.

Remark. The above privacy notion handles general UDVS schemes. For more
specific schemes, the definition can be simplified. For instance, for schemes using
the direct key-reg. protocol which have unique signatures, the complete uncon-
ditional privacy is equivalent to the existence of an efficient universal forgery
algorithm for DV signatures using the verifier’s secret key (this is the case for
our proposed scheme in this paper, but see Sec. 6.2 for other possibilities).

Lemma 1. Let DVS = (GC, GKS, GKV, S, V, CDV, VDV, PKR) be a UDVS
scheme which is DVSig-Unique, and where PKR is the direct key-reg. protocol.
Then DVS achieves complete and perfect unconditional privacy if and only if
there exists an efficient universal DV-sig. forgery algorithm F, which on any
input (cp, pk1, sk3, pk3,m

∗) (where (sk1, pk1) ∈ {GKS(cp)} and (sk3, pk3) ∈
{GKV(cp)}) computes the unique DV-sig. σ∗dv = CDV(cp, pk1, pk3,S(sk1,m

∗))
with probability 1.

4 Proposed UDVS Scheme

4.1 An Inefficient Generic Approach for Constructing UDVS
Schemes

Before we present our efficient UDVS scheme, we sketch, as a plausibility argu-
ment, the details of a generic (but inefficient) approach for constructing UDVS
schemes, based on zero-knowledge designated-verifier proofs of membership [21].
We do not attempt to give a precise definition and proof of security properties
for this generic scheme, but we believe this can be done along the outline we
sketch below.



The generic construction works as follows. We make use of a standard digital
signature scheme DS = (GKS,S,V) which is secure in the standard CMA sense
of existential unforgeability under chosen message attack [20]. We also need
a public-key encryption scheme PKE = (GKE, E,D) which is semantically se-
cure under chosen-plaintext attack(IND-CPA) [19], and a trapdoor commitment
scheme TC [7]. The common parameter generation algorithm GC for the UDVS
scheme generates an encryption key-pair (skE , pkE) = GKE(k) and outputs pkE

as the common parameter. The signer key-generation/signing/PV-verification
algorithms for the UDVS scheme are those of the signature scheme DS. The ver-
ifier’s key-generation algorithm is that of the trapdoor commitment scheme TC.
The designation algorithm CDV takes an input common parameter pkE , message
m and its signature σpv, signer’s public key pk1, and verifier’s public key pk3.
The designated signature σdv is the pair (c, P ), where c = E(pkE , σpv; r) is the
encryption of σpv under the common public key pkE (using a random string r),
and P is a designated-verifier non-interactive proof that c is in the NP language

Lpk1,pkE ,m = {c : ∃(σ, r) such that c = E(pkE , σ; r) and V(pk1, m, σ) = Acc},

consisting of all possible ciphertexts of valid signatures by the signer on the
message m. Note that the designator has a witness (σ, r) for membership of
c in Lpk1,pkE ,m, and hence can use a generic zero-knowledge commit-challenge-
response proof of membership for NP languages [18] to prove that c ∈ Lpk1,pkE ,m.
By applying the Fiat-Shamir heuristic (replacing the challenge by a hash of the
commitments) to make the proof non-interactive and using the verifier’s trap-
door commitment in the commit step, the designator can compute the desired
designated-verifier proof P . The DV verification algorithm consists of verifying
the proof P for the ciphertext c. The DV-unforgeability of the scheme follows (in
the random oracle model) from the soundness of the proof and the unforgeability
of the underlying standard signature scheme: any forged ciphertext with a valid
proof is by soundness a ciphertext of a valid signature and can be decrypted with
skE to give a forgery for the underlying signature scheme. The (computational)
privacy follows from the forgeability of the proof P by the designated-verifier
using his secret-key, namely the commitment trapdoor (even for ciphertexts c
not in the language Lpk1,pkE ,m), and the (computational) simulatability of the
ciphertext c by a random string, due to the semantic security of the encryption
scheme.

Implementing the above scheme using a generic zero-knowledge NP proof sys-
tem [18] would yield a very inefficient and randomized designation and inefficient
DV verification. For specific choices of the underlying signature and encryption
scheme, one may be able to give a more efficient zero-knowledge proof for the
language Lpk1,pkE ,m and improve this efficiency to some extent. However, our
bilinear scheme below shows how to eliminate zero-knowledge proofs altogether
and obtain efficient, deterministic designation.



4.2 An Efficient UDVS Scheme DVSBM Based on Bilinear
Group-Pairs

Our proposed UDVS scheme DVSBM based on bilinear group-pairs is given be-
low. It makes use of a cryptographic hash function H : {0, 1}≤` → G2, mod-
elled as a random-oracle. Here ` denotes a bound on the message bit-length
and {0, 1}≤` denotes the message space of all strings of length at most ` bits.
Note that for the basic version of DVSBM we propose the direct key registration
protocol (see Section 3.1).

1. Common Parameter Generation GC. Choose a bilinear group-pair
(G1, G2) of prime order |G1| = |G2| with description string DG specifying a
blinear map e : G1 × G2 → GT , isomorphism ψ : G1 → G2 and generators
g1 ∈ G1 and g2 = ψ(g1) ∈ G2. The common parameters are cp = (DG, g1).

2. Signer Key Generation GKS. Given cp, pick random x1 ∈ ZZ|G1| compute
y1 = gx1

1 . The public key is pk1 = (cp, y1). The secret key is sk1 = (cp, x1).
3. Verifier Key Generation GKV. Given cp, pick random x3 ∈ ZZ|G1| compute

y3 = gx3
1 . The public key is pk3 = (cp, y3). The secret key is sk3 = (cp, x3).

4. Signing S. Given the signer’s secret key (cp, x1), and message m, compute
σ = hx1 ∈ G2, where h = H(m). The PV signature is σ.

5. Public Verification V. Given the signer’s public key (cp, y1) and a
message/PV-sig. pair (m,σ), accept if and only if e(g1, σ) = e(y1, h), where
h = H(m).

6. Designation CDV. Given the signer’s public key (cp, y1), a verifier’s public
key (cp, y3) and a message/PV-signature pair (m,σ), compute σ̂ = e(y3, σ).
The DV signature is σ̂.

7. Designated Verification VDV. Given a signer’s public key (cp, y1), a veri-
fier’s secret key (cp, x3), and message/DV-sig. pair (m, σ̂), accept if and only
if σ̂ = e(yx3

1 , h), where h = H(m).

Consistency. We first demonstrate the consistency of scheme DVSBM. To
show the PV-Consistency property, we note that if σpv

def= S(sk1,m) = hx1 ,
where h = H(m), then

e(g1, σ) = e(g1, h
x1) = e(g1, h)x1 = e(gx1

1 , h) = e(y1, h) (1)

by bilinearity, so V(pk1,m, σpv) = Acc, as required. To show the DV-Consistency

property, we note that if σpv
def= S(sk1,m) = hx1 , where h = H(m), then σdv

def=
CDV(pk1, pk3, m, σpv) = e(y3, σpv). Consequently:

σ̂dv
def= e(yx3

1 , h) = e(yx1
3 , h) = e(y3, h)x1 = e(y3, h

x1) = e(y3, σpv) = σdv (2)

by bilinearity, so VDV(pk1, (sk3, pk3),m, σdv) = Acc, as required. Therefore the
scheme DVSBM is consistent.

Unforgeability. In the random-oracle model for H(.), we can prove the DV-
unforgeability of the scheme assuming the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) as-
sumption. The reduction is efficient (no qH multiplicative cost in insecurity



bound) thanks to the random self-reducibility of BDH, by adapting Coron’s
technique [15] which was originally applied to prove the unforgeability of the
FDH− RSA signature scheme assuming the RSA assumption. We note that
the PV-unforgeability of our scheme reduces to the unforgeability of the BLS
scheme [4], which was proven in [4] under a weaker assumption than hardness
of BDH, namely hardness of the ‘co-CDH’ assumption.

Theorem 1 (DV-unforgeability of DVSBM). If the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
problem is hard in the bilinear group-pairs (G1, G2) generated by the common-
parameter algorithm GC, then the scheme DVSBM is DV-unforgeable (UF-DV
notion) in the random-oracle model for H(.). Concretely, the following insecurity
bound holds:

InSecUF-DV
DVSBM (t, qs, qH) ≤ exp(1) · (qs + 1) · InSecBDH(t[B]), (3)

where t[B] = t + (q + qs + 1) · O(` · log2 q + Tg · log2 |G1|) + Tψ + Te. Here we

define q
def= qH + qs + 1 and denote by Te, Tg, and Tψ the running time bounds

for evaluating the bilinear map e, performing a single group operation in G1 or
G2, and evaluating the isomorphism ψ, respectively, and we use exp : IR → IR
to denote the natural exponential function.

Privacy. The privacy achieved by scheme DVSBM is perfect unconditional,
because the verifier can easily forge the DV-signatures he is receiving from the
designator (as long as the verifier knows his secret-key, which is ensured by the
key-registration protocol).

Theorem 2 (Privacy of DVSBM). The scheme DVSBM achieves complete and
perfect unconditional privacy (in the sense of the PR notion). Concretely:

InSecPR
DVSBM(RP1, R̂P 1,∞) = 0, (4)

where RP1 = (t1, qs, qk, qd) denotes A1’s resource parameters and R̂P 1 = (t̂1, q̂s, q̂k)
denotes the forgery strategy Â1’s resources, which are given by: t̂1 = t1+qd·O(Te+
Tg log2 |G1|+ qk), q̂s = qs (complete privacy), q̂d = qd, q̂c = qc.

5 General Relationship Between UDVS and ID-Based
Encryption Schemes

Readers who are familiar with the Boneh-Franklin ID-Based Encryption scheme [2]
may notice an intimate relationship between that scheme and our proposed
UDVS scheme DVSBM. In this section we show that this relationship is one in-
stance of a general equivalence between certain subclass of secure UDVS schemes
and a certain subclass of secure ID-Based Encryption schemes.

ID-Based Key Encapsulation Mechanism (ID-KEM) Schemes. We review the
definition of ID-based encryption schemes (IBE) [2]. Actually, we will formulate



our result in terms of a primitive called ‘ID-Based Key Encapsulation Mecha-
nism’ (ID-KEM), defined analogously to the definition of standard non-ID-based
KEMs [30]. An ID-Based Key Encapsulation Mechanism (ID-KEM) consists of
4 algorithms: Setup, Extract, Encrypt, Decrypt: Setup takes as input security pa-
rameter k, and returns a system parameter string cp and a master key mk. This
is run initially by the ‘Private Key Generator’ (PKG). Extract takes as input
system parameters cp, master key mk, and a user identity string ID ∈ SID and
returns a user secret key skID = Extract(cp,mk, ID) corresponding to identity
ID. Encrypt is a randomized algorithm which takes as input system parame-
ters cp, a recipient identity string ID and a random input r ∈ SR and returns
a pair (K, c) = Encrypt(cp, ID; r), where K = EncK(cp, ID; r) is an ‘session
key’ (which can be used with a symmetric encryption scheme to encrypt a mes-
sage) and c = Encc(cp, ID; r) is a ciphertext for K (we call EncK and Encc the
key-computation and key-encapsulation functions induced by Encrypt). Given
cp, skID and c, Decrypt(cp, skID, c) recovers a session key K. An ID-KEM is
consistent if Decrypt(cp, skID, Encc(cp, ID; r)) = EncK(cp, ID; r) holds, where
skID = Extract(cp,mk, ID), for all (ID, r) and (cp, mk) generated by Setup.

Ephemeral-Key (EK) and Separable ID-KEM Schemes. For constructing
UDVS schemes, we need an ID-KEM scheme which satisfies two properties:
EK and Separable. An ID-KEM scheme is said to have the EK property if the
ciphertext c = Encc(cp, ID; r) produced by the key-encapsulation function Encc

does not depend on ID. An ID-KEM scheme is said to be Separable if the Setup
can be separated into two efficient algorithms Setup1 and Setup2 such that the
following holds. On input security parameter k, Setup1(k) returns a string cp1,
and on input cp1, Setup2(cp1) returns a master key mk and a second string cp2.
The system parameter string is cp = (cp1, cp2), and we require that the cipher-
text c = Encc((cp1, cp2), ID; r) produced by the key-encapsulation function Encc

does not depend on cp2.

Strong ID-One-Wayness. Following the definition in [2], a basic security re-
quirement for ID-KEM schemes is ID-One-Wayness (ID-OW). For constructing
UDVS schemes, we need a stronger requirement that we call Strong ID-One-
Wayness (ST-ID-OW). An ID-KEM scheme is said to have the ST-ID-OW prop-
erty if it is infeasible for an attacker A to win the following two-stage game. In
Stage 1, A is given the system pars. cp and outputs a recipient identity ID he
wants to be challenged on. In Stage 2, A is given a random KEM challenge cipher-
text c = Encc(cp, ID; r) intended for recipient ID but we allow A to adaptively
‘change his mind’ about the challenge identity; at the end of Stage 2, A outputs an
identity ID∗ and an estimate K̂∗ for the decryption K∗ = Decrypt(cp, skID∗ , c)
of c under secret-key skID∗ corresponding to identity ID∗. A is said to win if
K̂∗ = K∗ (in both stages, A is allowed to query any ID′ 6= ID∗ to the Extract
oracle). Note that in the weaker ID-OW notion [2] A is not able to change the
identity picked at the end of Stage 1.

We remark that the Boneh-Franklin IBE [2] can seen as derived from an
underlying separable EK ID-KEM, whereas the Cocks IBE scheme [14] does not
seem to give rise to such a KEM.



Constructing a UDVS Scheme from a Separable EK ID-KEM Scheme. We
can now describe our general construction of a UDVS scheme from a Separable
EK ID-KEM scheme which achieves strong ID-OneWayness.

1. Com. Par. Generation GC. Compute cp1 = Setup1(k). The common pa-
rameters are cp1.

2. Signer Key Generation GKS. Given common parameters cp1, compute
(cp2,mk) = Setup2(cp1). The public key is (cp1, cp2). The secret key is
(cp1, cp2,mk).

3. Verifier Key Generation GKV. Given common parameters cp1, let
ID0 and cp20 denote any fixed strings. Compute KEM ciphertext c =
Encc((cp1, cp20), ID0; rc) for uniformly random rc ∈ SR. The public key is c.
The secret key is rc.

4. Signing S. Given the signer’s secret key (cp1, cp2, mk), and message m,
compute skm = Extract((cp1, cp2),mk, m). The PV signature is skm.

5. Public Verification V. Given the signer’s public key (cp1, cp2) and a
message/PV-sig. pair (m, skm), compute a random KEM ciphertext to iden-
tity string m as ĉ = Encc((cp1, cp2), m; r̂) for uniformly random r̂ ∈ SR with
associated encapsulated key K̂ = EncK((cp1, cp2),m; r̂). Accept if and only
if K̂ ′ = K̂, where K̂ ′ = Decrypt((cp1, cp2), skm, ĉ).

6. Designation CDV. Given the signer’s public key (cp1, cp2), verifier’s
public key c and a message/PV-sig. pair (m, skm), compute Kc,m =
Decrypt((cp1, cp2), skm, c). The DV signature is Kc,m.

7. Designated Verification VDV. Given a signer’s public key (cp1, cp2), a
verifier’s secret key rc, and message/DV-sig. pair (m,Kc,m), compute K̂c,m =
EncK((cp1, cp2),m; rc) and accept if and only if K̂c,m = Kc,m.

The underlying idea behind the construction is a correspondence between
the ID-KEM setting and the UDVS setting, where one can make associa-
tions between: signer and PKG, messages and identities, DV-sigs. and session
keys, designator and decryptor, verifier and encryptor. We point out however
the reasons behind the necessity of the special requirements on the ID-KEM
scheme: (1) The DV-Consistency of the UDVS scheme translates to the re-
quirement on the ID-KEM scheme that if c = Encc((cp1, cp20), ID0; rc) then
Decrypt((cp1, cp2), skID, c) = EncK((cp1, cp2), ID; r) for any ID and the corre-
sponding secret key skID to ID. This requirement is satisfied by all Separable
EK ID-KEM schemes, but not for general ID-KEM schemes. (2) The ID-KEM
separability property is necessary in order that the verifier key-generation al-
gorithm GKV does not need the signer’s public key pk1 — we require a UDVS
scheme to allow verifiers to generate keys just once, not once per signer. (3) The
ID-KEM needs to have the strong ID-OneWayness to ensure the existential DV
unforgeability for the constructed UDVS scheme.

Constructing an ID-KEM from a UDVS scheme. Interestingly, the above
correspondence can also be used in the other direction to construct an ID-KEM
scheme (and hence an IBE scheme) from any DV-unforgeable UDVS scheme
which is DVSig-Unique and achieves perfect unconditional privacy. The latter



properties are needed for the consistency of the ID-KEM construction. The ID-
KEM construction is as follows (we let F denote the universal forgery algorithm
associated with the UDVS scheme, which exists by Lemma 1).

1. System Par. Gen. Setup. Given security parameter k, compute cp = GC(k)
and (sk1, pk1) = GKS(cp). The system parameters are (cp, pk1). The master
key is (cp, sk1).

2. Secret-Key Extraction Extract. Given master key sk1 and identity ID,
compute σID = S(sk1, ID). The identity secret key is σID.

3. KEM Encryption Encrypt. Given system par. (cp, pk1), identity ID and
random input r, compute (sk3, pk3) = GKV(cp; r) using random input r and
DV-sig. forgery σ̂ID,pk3 = F(cp, pk1, sk3, pk3, ID). The KEM ciphertext is
pk3. The encapsulated key is σ̂ID,pk3 .

4. Decryption Decrypt. Given system par. (cp, pk1), secret key σID corre-
sponding to identity ID, and KEM ciphertext pk3, compute DV-sig. σ̂′ID,pk3

=
CDV(pk1, pk3, ID, σID). The decrypted encapsulated key is σ̂′ID,pk3

.

We summarise our equivalence result in the following statement.

Theorem 3 (Equivalence between subclasses of ID-KEM and UDVS
Schemes). (1) Given any separable and EK ID-KEM scheme KEM =
(Setup1, Setup2,Extract, Encrypt, Decrypt) which is consistent and achieves
Strong ID-One-Wayness (ST-ID-OW notion), we can construct a UDVS scheme
which is consistent and DVSig-Unique and achieves complete perfect uncondi-
tional privacy (PR notion) and DV-unforgeability (UF-DV notion).

(2) Conversely, given any UDVS scheme DVS =
(GC, GKS, GKV, S, V,CDV, VDV, PKR) (where PKR is the direct key-reg.
protocol) which is DVSig-Unique, consistent, and achieves complete perfect
unconditional privacy (PR notion) and DV-unforgeability (UF-DV notion), we
can construct an EK ID-KEM scheme KEM which is consistent and achieves
Strong ID-One-Wayness (ST-ID-OW notion).

6 Implementation Aspects and Extensions

6.1 Practical Efficiency of UDVS scheme DVSBM

Currently, the only known way to construct bilinear group-pairs in which BDH is
hard is to set G1 and G2 to be subgroups of the group of points on certain elliptic
curves, as described in [23, 2, 4, 1]. As shown in [1], for such implementations it
is possible to evaluate the bilinear map in less than 20ms on a 1GHz P-III
processor. Thus we believe that such potential implementations of our scheme
are quite practical for many applications of UDVS schemes. Compared to the
ring signature in [3], which can also function as a UDVS scheme when restricted
to Two-Users as mentioned in Section 1.1, our scheme requires only a single
pairing evaluation for designated verification (plus an exponentiation) whereas
the scheme in [3] requires three pairing evaluations for this purpose. On the
other hand, the scheme in [3] requires only two exponentiations for designation,



which may be more efficient than the one pairing evaluation for designation in
our scheme.

6.2 Achieving Unforgeability against the KRA

One may require unforgeability of DV-sigs. even against the KRA, which is a
stronger than DV-unforgeability notion we defined. To achieve this one can re-
place the direct key-reg. protocol that we assumed by a zero-knowledge proof
of knowledge of the verifier’s secret-key. For the scheme DVSBM, the Schnorr
proof of knowledge of discrete-logs protocol [29] should suffice for this purpose,
although we do not claim a formal proof of security for the resulting scheme.

6.3 Communication-Efficient Selective Disclosure for UDVS Scheme
DVSBM

In the application of UDVS schemes to certification systems, Alice’s certificate
may contain n statements, but Alice may wish to further protect her privacy
by disclosing only a selected subset of r < n signed statements to Bob. This
is easily achieved if Alice obtains a separate signature from the CA for each
statement, but requires Alice to send (and designate) r signatures to Bob. Here
we observe that for the scheme DVSBM, Alice can reduce the communication
cost to only a single DV signature length (and also reduce her computation cost
to only one designation and r− 1 group operations) by using similar techniques
as used in [3]. Namely, given the PV signatures (σ1, . . . , σr) by a signer with
public key y1 = gx1

1 on messages (m1, . . . ,mr), with σi = hx1
i and hi = H(mi)

for i = 1, ..., r, a user who wishes to designate a signature on these messages
to a verifier with public key y3 = gx3

1 , first multiplies the PV signatures to get
σ = σ1 · · ·σr, and then designates the product to get σdv = e(y3, σ). The verifier
receives (m1, . . . ,mr), y1 and σdv, computes σ̂dv = e(yx3

1 , h) where h = h1 · · ·hr

and checks that σ̂dv = σdv. The scheme can be proved DV-unforgeable in the
‘aggregate signature’ sense defined in [4] by reduction from the DV-unforgeability
of DVSBM.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We introduced Universal Designated-Verifier Signature (UDVS) schemes to im-
prove the privacy of users in certification systems while maintaining the ease
of use of electronic certificates. We defined precise security notions for UDVS
schemes, proposed an efficient deterministic UDVS scheme based on bilinear
group-pairs, and proved that our scheme achieves our desired security notions
(in the random-oracle model), assuming the hardness of the Bilinear Diffie Hell-
man problem for the underlying group-pair. We also showed a general relation-
ship between UDVS schemes and ID-Based encryption schemes, and discussed
extensions to our basic scheme. In [26], we extend this work and show how



to construct practical randomized UDVS schemes based on the classical Diffie-
Hellman and RSA problems, in the random-oracle model. Threshold versions of
UDVS schemes, in which the designator or designated-verifier consist of groups
of users, are an interesting topic for future research. Another interesting problem
is to construct a practical UDVS scheme which is unforgeable in the standard
computational model with respect to established cryptographic assumptions.
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A Proofs

A.1 Proof of Theorem 2

We first observe that DVSBM is a DVSig-Unique scheme. This follows imme-
diately from the facts that there is only one secret key x1 ∈ ZZ|G1| corre-
sponding to each signer public key y1 = gx1

1 (since g1 is a generator), and



the signing and designation algorithms are both deterministic. Secondly, we ob-
serve that there exists an efficient universal DV signature forgery algorithm F,
which on input (cp, y1, (x3, y3),m∗), computes the unique DV signature σdv =
CDV(cp, y1, y3, (x3, y3),m∗,S(cp, x1,m

∗)) with probability 1. Namely, F simply
computes σ̂ = e(yx3

1 , h) as done by the DV verification algorithm, which is equal
to σdv, by the DV-Consistency property Eq. (2). The algorithm F runs in time
tF = O(Tg · log2 |G1|) + Te. We now construct the forgery strategy Â1 as in the
proof of Lemma 1, where Â1 simply runs A1 and perfectly simulates its designa-
tion queries using F and the appropriate verifier secret keys from corresponding
KRA queries of A1. The run-time of Â1 is the run-time t1 of A1 plus the time
qd ·O(tF +qk) to search KRA queries and run F for each designation query of A1.
All other queries of A1 are simply forwarded by Â1 to its oracles. This completes
the proof. ut

A.2 Proof of Theorem 3

Proof of (1). We show that the UDVS scheme DVS constructed from the given
separable EK ID-KEM scheme KEM as in Section 5 has all the claimed proper-
ties.

Consistency: PV Verifiability. For any (sk1, pk1) = GKS(cp), we have
that sk1 = (cp1, cp2,mk). So σpv = S(sk1,m) = Extract((cp1, cp2),mk, m)
is the user secret-key corresponding to user identity m and hence
K̂ ′ = Decrypt((cp1, cp2), σpv,Encc((cp1, cp2),m; r̂)) in V is equal to K̂ =
EncK((cp1, cp2),m; r̂) by consistency of KEM, so V returns Acc.

Consistency: DV Verifiability. From the definition of GKV we have that
pk3 = Encc((cp1, cp20), ID0; sk3), and using the Separable and EK proper-
ties of KEM, we also have pk3 = Encc((cp1, cp2),m; sk3) for any m. So since
σpv = S(sk1,m) = Extract((cp1, cp2),mk, m) is the user secret-key corre-
sponding to identity m, it follows from the consistency of KEM that σ̂dv =
Kc,m = Decrypt((cp1, cp2), σpv,Encc((cp1, cp2),m; sk3)) is equal to K̂c,m =
EncK((cp1, cp2),m; sk3) so VDV returns Acc.

DVSig-Uniqueness. Given (cp1, pk1, pk3,m), the DV signature σdv =
Decryptpk1, σpv, pk3 is uniquely determined by (cp1, pk1, pk3,m) since σpv is the
secret-key corresponding to identity m and all secret-keys corresponding to a
given identity must give identical decryptions of any given ciphertext, to satisfy
the the consistency of KEM.

DV-Unforgeability. Given any efficient DV-UF attacker A against DVS with
resources (t, qs) and non-negligible success probability SuccUF-DV

A,DVS (k), we con-
struct an efficient ST-ID-OW attacker Â against KEM, which works as follows
on input (cp1, cp2). Let ID0 ∈ SID be any identity string. In Stage 1, Â just
outputs ID0 as the challenge identity. In Stage 2, Â is given the challenge cipher-
text c∗ = Encc((cp1, cp2), ID0; r∗) for uniformly random r∗ ∈ SR. Then Â sets
pk3 = c∗, pk1 = (cp1, cp2) and runs A on input (cp1, pk1, pk3). When A queries
a message mi to its S oracle, Â forwards it to its Extract oracle and returns the



answer to A. Eventually, A outputs a forgery (m∗, σ∗dv), for a new message m∗

never queried by A to be signed and hence never queried by Â to Extract. Then
Â outputs (m∗, σ∗dv) as its ID/decrypted-key solution pair. Since Â simulated the
view of A exactly as in a UF-DV attack, we know that, with probability at least
SuccUF-DV

A,DVS (k), we have σ∗dv = EncK(cp1, cp2,m
∗; r∗), which by consistency of

KEM is equal to Decrypt(cp1, cp2, skm∗ , Encc(cp1, cp2,m
∗; r∗)), which in turn is

equal to Decrypt(cp1, cp2, skm∗ , c∗) by the EK property of KEM, which is the
desired output for Â (here skm∗ is the secret key corresponding to identity ID).
So Â breaks ST-ID-OW with non-negligible probability SuccUF-DV

A,DVS (k), with
efficient running time t, and qs extraction queries, contradicting the assumed
ST-ID-OW security of KEM.

Complete Unconditional Privacy. We show the existence of an efficient uni-
versal forgery algorithm F, which on input (cp1, pk1, (sk3, pk3),m∗), computes
the unique DV signature σdv = CDV(pk1, pk3,m

∗,S(sk1,m
∗)) with probability

1. The claimed complete and unconditional privacy then follows by applying
Lemma 1. The forger F computes the forgery as in the DV verification algo-
rithm, i.e. σ̂dv = EncK(pk1,m

∗; sk3). The algorithm is efficient and is correct
with probability 1 due to perfect consistency of KEM, as shown in the proof of
the DV-Consistency property.

This completes the proof of part (1).
Proof of (2). We show that the UDVS scheme DVS constructed from the

given separable EK ID-KEM scheme KEM as in Section 5 has all the claimed
properties.

Consistency. By the assumed privacy of DVS we have from Lemma 1 that
the encrypted key K = F(cp1, pk1, sk3, pk3, ID) is equal to the decrypted key
K ′ = CDV(pk1, pk3, ID, S(sk1, ID)) with probability 1, so KEM is consistent.

ST-ID-OW Security. Given any efficient ST-ID-OW attacker A against KEM

with resources (t, qE) and non-negligible success probability SuccST-ID-OW
A,KEM (k),

we construct an efficient UF-DV attacker Â against DVS, which works as follows
on input (cp, pk1, pk3). First, Â runs A on input cp = (cp, pk1). When A queries
an identity IDi to its Extract oracle, Â forwards it to its S oracle and returns the
answer to A. At the end of its Stage 1, A outputs a challenge identity ID, and
Â returns the ciphertext pk3 to A. At the end of Stage 2, A outputs a solution
(ÎD,K ′), and Â outputs (ÎD, K ′) as its message/DV sig. forgery pair. Since Â
simulated the view of A exactly as in a ST-ID-OW attack, we know that, with
probability at least SuccST-ID-OW

A,KEM (k), Â’s output is equal to decrypted key
Decrypt(cp, sk

ÎD
, pk3) for ciphertext pk3 with respect to identity ÎD, namely

the unique DV Sig. σ∗dv = CDV(pk1, pk3, ÎD, S(cp, sk1, ÎD)) on message ÎD,
which was not queried by A to Extract, and thus not queried by Â to S. So Â

breaks UF-DV of DVS with probability SuccST-ID-OW
A,KEM (k), running time t, and

qE signature queries. This completes the proof of part (2). ut


